
CS 122A: Introduction to Data Management – Spring 2018 

Homework 1: E/R Modeling (100 points) 

Due Date: Friday, Apr 13 (5:00 PM) 

Submission 

All HW assignments should be turned in with a filename that contains both your student ID and your name (e.g.,                    

12345678_John_Doe.pdf) and must be submitted online, as a PDF file, through the associated (HW1 in this case)                 

assignment in Gradescope. See the table below for HW 1 submission opportunities. Note that after the last deadline,                  

Saturday April 14th, no further HW 1 submissions will be accepted at all. That is, we will not accept assignments after that                      

time since we will be publishing the solution at that time. Please turn in all of your work on time! If possible, save your                        

one dropped assignment for the end of the term when you are most likely to want/need it. 

 

Date / Time Grade Implications 

Friday, Apr 13 (5:00 PM) Full credit will be available 

Saturday, Apr 14 (5:00 PM) 20 points will be deducted 

 

E-R Schema Design [100 pts] 

Due to the increasing amount of educational assistance software used by teaching staff across the UCs (e.g., Piazza, EEE,                   

Canvas, Checkmate, etc.), a group of recent UCI ICS alumni have decided to start a company by creating a single but                     

comprehensive new software package that covers the most useful features of the current packages. After a system-wide                 

faculty survey, Piazza and EEE have been chosen as the most popular software packages and have became the                  

candidates of inspiration for their first version of Peeeza (pronounced “pizza”). Due to skyrocketing housing prices in                 

Silicon Valley, the company’s investors have recommended basing the startup in Aliso Viejo, near UCI, in order to attract                   

employees who might want an alternative to NorCal living. You’ve just been offered an internship to help the                  

Peeeza.com founders with a database design to underlie their new online software package. 

Peeeza.com aims to be a new educational support system that simplifies the tasks of both Q&A handling and grading for                    

students and teaching staff. Every class that is registered in Peeeza will have users that can post comments, questions,                   

or announcements. Users can be either students or teaching staff.  

Every class is an instance of a course and has multiple assignments and is taken by students enrolled in the class. Peeeza                      

is capable of recording the students’ grades for each assignment. At the end of the course, Peeeza will help the                    

instructor to analyze the grades, choose the top student(s) in the class, etc. 

 

In an interview with the Peeeza founders, they shared the following thoughts on the data model needed for Peeeza: 

 

1. Each user will be assigned a unique user id by Peeeza when they first join the service. Users will have a name, 

consisting of a first name and last name, an email address, and a set of phone number(s); each phone number 

will consist of its type (e.g., home, mobile, office, etc.) along with the number itself. 



2. Peeeza users can be either students or instructors (or possibly both). In addition to the aforementioned user 

info, students have a major (e.g., Data Science) and instructors have a title (e.g., Full Professor, Reader, 

Instructor). 

3. Peeeza will manage data about courses, which will be identified by a combination of department (e.g., CS) and 

course number (e.g., 122A). Courses also have a title (e.g., Intro to DBMS) and a level (e.g., Lower Division, 

Upper Division, or Graduate). 

4. A major reason for Peeeza’s existence is the management of classes -- where classes are specific offerings of 

courses. Each class has a starting date, an ending date, a maximum number of students (e.g., 400), a term (e.g., 

Fall), and a year (e.g., 2018). The classes related to a given course will be uniquely identified by a class number 

(e.g., 4 if the class was the fourth offering of CS 122A). 

5. Peeeza will keep track of the assignments involved in its classes. Each assignment will have a unique assignment 

id plus an assignment name and deadline and will be associated with one particular class. 

6. Each instructor can offer zero or more classes; each class must be associated with at least one instructor.  

7. Students can take classes, and each student will receive a final grade for every class that he or she takes.  

8. Students will do assignments and they will receive a grade for each assignment that they do. 

9. Another central feature of Peeeza, in addition to class management, will be its social media nature -- i.e., posts. 

A given post will have a unique post id, a kind (Announcement, Question, or Comment), a posting time, and a set 

of one or more topics (Assignments, Lectures, Grades, Logistics, Misc, etc.), and content(text). It will also have a 

popularity rating computed from the number of likes that it has received (see below). 

10. Each post is published by a user. In addition, users can like posts, and a post can optionally be about an 

assignment. (A given assignment can potentially have many posts about it.) If desired, a post can be designated 

as a response to another particular post. 

Design an E-R schema to represent the required information and express your design in the form of an E-R diagram.                    

(Please use the E-R notation from either the lectures or the textbook; do NOT invent your own notation or use UML. You                      

can find a decent E-R model tutorial on the web at           

http://www.tutorialspoint.com/dbms/er_model_basic_concepts.htm, but beware of its different ISA notation, which         

you should not use here.) Be sure that your E-R design captures all of the implications of the Peeeza user model and                      

business model, including the aspects below ((a)-(b)), and be sure to use the advanced E-R modeling goodies such as                   

weak entities, ISA relationships, composite attributes, set-valued attributes, etc., where appropriate. Please use the              

book’s ISA notation and be sure to think about overlap and covering constraints when detailing your design. NOTE: Do                   

NOT attempt to design your E-R schema by making just one pass over the bullets above! You will need to carefully                     

analyze all of the requirements in order to identify the available attribute and relationship commonalities for ISA                 

purposes; attempting a one-pass design is likely to lead you to miss important (inheritance-based) sharing opportunities                

and lead you to a much messier-than-necessary design.  Cleanliness matters! 

Using the schema template that we provide, draw your E-R diagram, including: 

(a) [50 pts] All of the relevant entities and their associated attributes, including their keys. (For Entities, you may                  

ONLY use “User”, “Student”, “Instructor”, “Assignment”, “Post”, “Class”, and “Course”. Do NOT introduce any              

additional entities or use fewer entities than these.) 

(b) [50 pts] All of the relevant relationships and their associated relationship attributes, if any. For the relationships,                 

http://www.tutorialspoint.com/dbms/er_model_basic_concepts.htm


each one must also have appropriate cardinality and participation constraints. 

Be sure to download the HW #1 PDF schema template from the Attachments area of the CS122a web page and use that                      

as the basis for drawing the E-R schema that you turn in. (Your solution will NOT be accepted if you do not use our                        

provided layout for your diagram! Without such standardization it becomes too difficult to grade everyone’s answers                

with sufficiently thoroughness.) Please use software to draw your E-R diagram - but please do not change the spatial                   

placement of the entities - instead of doing it by hand. 

Important: As you will see in the templates, there are two similar pages that have all necessary entities inside. For the                     

first one, just indicate the attributes for each entity without introducing any relationships. For the second part of your                   

overall E-R diagram, just show the relationships, their cardinalities, their attributes (only the relationship attributes),               

and the ISA partition constraints. Please do not include any entity attributes in the second E-R diagram. As an example,                    

suppose that your final design for Peeeza.com’s conceptual schema is the following E-R diagram: 

 

In your first E-R diagram you should show all of the entities with their attributes but no relationships. This diagram will                     

be used to check that you have correctly included all of the attributes needed for Peeeza.com. 



 

Then, in your second E-R diagram, you should show the graph of all entities (without attributes) and relationships (with                   

attributes if any): 

 

This diagram will be used to check your overall design w.r.t. its relationships -- and it will give you a nice overview to 

refer back to later on in the project. 

Note that if the above pictures are indeed the same as your final design for Peeeza.com, you should probably read the 

founders’ information again more carefully.  (:-)) 


